
FROM THE DACM:  
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION AND THE ARMY ACQUISITION WORKFORCE

The Army DACM Office is responsible for talent 
management, career/leader development, Defense 
Acquisition Workforce Improvement Act certification, 
policy, and advocating for the professionals who are 
members of the Army Acquisition Workforce. 

“The transformed workforce will be 
digital-forward, understanding of the role, 
uses and manipulation of data seamlessly 
across the multidomain battlespace.”

For the U.S. Army, 2023 is the year of digital 
transformation.

That’s the message that Young Bang, 
the principal deputy to the assistant secretary of the Army for 
acquisition, logistics and technology, conveyed at the forum 
“Digital Transformation: Supporting Army Modernization” during 
the Association of the United States Army Annual Meeting and 
Convention in October.

And this transformation will have a big impact on how the Army 
Acquisition Workforce does business. A digitally transformed 
Army cannot happen without a digitally transformed Army 
Acquisition Workforce. “To enable faster delivery of capabilities 
to our warfighter, we must drive towards open systems that  
are interoperable [and] interchangeable and plug and play,”  
Bang said.

To support digital transformation, we must reskill and upskill our 
workforce. Companies in banking, the automotive sector and 
nearly every other industry have become technology companies—
in effect, software companies. They are digitally transforming, as 
the Army must. Much of our workforce is involved in software-
intensive programs. For those professionals who aren’t, you almost 
certainly have software embedded in your products. The story of 
Army modernization in 2023 is a story of software development, 
interoperability and continuously iterated and integrated software 
products. Software is pervasive across all aspects of Army 
acquisition, and there are many layers and levels to that software. 
That will only increase.

A DIGITAL-FORWARD WORKFORCE
My priority for the next year is accelerating the digital 
transformation of the workforce. The transformed workforce will be 
digital-forward, understanding of the role, uses and manipulation 

of data seamlessly across the multidomain battlespace. Having 
a fundamental baseline understanding of how software functions 
within modular, open-systems architectures, in the systems-of-
systems that will integrate Soldiers and materiel, and how those 
interoperate will promote the digital transformation so critical to 
our Soldiers against pacing threats.

“Our software development process and approaches must 
be modernized to enable smaller, faster, incremental delivery 
of capabilities and drive towards” continuous integration and 
continuous deployment, Bang said.

Making available the training to do that will be central to enabling 
our Army Acquisition Workforce to support this mission. The 
Defense Acquisition University is working on building out knowledge 
areas and credentials in software development, DevSecOps 
(development + security + operations), artificial intelligence (AI) 
and cybersecurity that will be available at the foundational level.

My office is also expanding or tailoring some of our training and 
development programs to allow for more targeted focus in science, 
technology, engineering and math (STEM). For example, our 
Leadership Excellence and Acquisition Development (LEAD) 
program now includes an infusion of unique digital technology 
experiential and training opportunities, (i.e., IT, cyber, AI and 
human systems integration). “The Army is going to scale the heck 
out of AI,” Bang said.

We are also partnering with academic institutions and industry, 
many of which are currently leading the way in the digital 
transformation space, in an effort to learn from and leverage their 
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best practices. We recently launched a new digital transformation 
training course at Carnegie Mellon University’s Heinz College of 
Information Systems and Public Policy in Pittsburgh.

We are also sponsoring a two-week long digital data user’s skill-
development course for our mid-grade professionals so they better 
understand how to identify which data methods and tools can 
be used to solve problems. These training opportunities were 
made possible because Section 8080 of the “Consolidated 
Appropriations Act, 2022” allocated $50 million to be available 
through the Defense Acquisition Workforce Development 
Account for “recruiting and training the Department of Defense 
artificial intelligence-literate acquisition workforce.”

TRAIN EARLY, OFTEN
Acquisition professionals do not need to wait for these training 
opportunities to become available to begin expanding your 
knowledge of software innovation, data and AI. Each Army 
acquisition functional leader has published continuous 
learning point (CLP) guidance, much of which includes digital 
transformation-related training opportunities. I encourage 
workforce professionals to review these standards, work with your 
supervisor and update your individual development plan in the 
Career Acquisition Management Portal/Career Acquisition 
Personnel and Position Management Information System 
(CAMP/CAPPMIS) to account for these training goals.

The DACM Office also provides tuition assistance for individual 
courses or towards STEM-related degrees if you prefer to go that 
route. Our Acquisition Tuition Assistance Program provides 

tuition, laboratory and technology fees, within limits, to AAW 
civilians, military occupational specialty 51 contracting (51C) 
noncommissioned officers, and flexible length and renewable-term 
technical-appointment employees in DOD laboratories designated 
as Science and Technology Reinvention Laboratories (STRLs). The 
STRL program is “a new workforce shaping pilot program that 
provides the STRL lab directors the authority to dynamically shape 
the mix of technical skills and expertise,” according to DOD.

The Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) has a renewed focus on 
STEM in three tracks—engineering, program management and 
contracting. For officers, Advanced Civil Schooling provides 
an opportunity to pursue advanced degrees in STEM, whether 
it’s through attending the NPS or a school of choice. That deep 
knowledge will be critical to the workforce. “We often constrain 
technology because we don’t understand it or are un-imaginative 
on how to employ it,” Bang said.

All of these efforts will enable a new vision for our workforce to 
modernize in line with industry and in advance of our adversaries. 
This will look like quickly gathering and conveying data to leaders 
to enable their decision making, better consumption of data 
between systems and a flattened and simplified architecture. Our 
use of a continuous learning model, and a well-educated and 
well-trained workforce is what will get us through 2023—the year 
of digital transformation for the Army.   

This article originally appeared in the Winter 2023 Army 
AL&T magazine: https://asc.army.mil/web/news-digital-
transformation-and-the-army-acquisition-workforce.

asc.army.mil/web/dacm-office

TRANSFORMING IN 2023:
Digital transformation will have a big impact on how the Army Acquisition Workforce does business. A digitally transformed 
Army cannot happen without a digitally transformed Army Acquisition Workforce. (Photo by Getty Images)
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NEVER TOO EARLY 
by Jacqueline M. Hames

Army Acquisition Workforce members don’t need to wait to develop 
their careers—they can start right away. Beginning a new career 
can be an intimidating process. As with any milestone change in 
life—graduate school, marriage, children, moving to a new location, 
etc.—there’s quite a bit to plan. What do you want out of your job? 
How do you want to contribute to the company? What things are 
required or expected of you?

Navigating these questions and the inevitable learning curve 
that comes with new transitions is difficult, but it isn’t something 
civilian Army Acquisition Workforce members need to do alone.

The Army Director of Acquisition Career Management (DACM) 
Office has programs available for junior workforce members to 
help develop their careers: The Acquisition Leadership Challenge 
Program-Beginnings (ACLP-B), the Defense Civilian Emerging 
Leader Program (DCELP) and the Acquisition Tuition Assistance 
Program (ATAP). 

JUST AS YOU START
Starting any new career is a little nerve-wracking. Learning the office 
culture, business rules and other implied codes of conduct can be 
difficult. That’s where the ACLP-B comes in—it is a two-day course 
designed to help new hires in the GS-07 to-11 range transition 
into career civil service under the general DOD umbrella and Army 
acquisition. The program’s goal is to mitigate the frustration and 
misunderstanding that new civilians may experience when entering 
the workforce, said Darrell E. Whitehurst, ALCP-B program manager 
in the DACM Office, Workforce Development and Engagement 
Division.

The program is focused on building a “solid foundation for effective 
and efficient acclimation into the workforce,” he said. It provides 
participants with some basic “rules of engagement” to give  
them an idea of the social, cultural and legal expectations  
within the workforce—including differences between the 
generations on office-appropriate attire, communication styles 
and behavioral guidelines.

“The ALCP-B training will ensure that people can communicate 

with their supervisors through a common language and help 
develop leaders who value individual styles and behaviors, 
creating a future leadership corps more capable of critical 
thinking and problem solving, teamwork and collaboration, and 
creativity and innovation,” Whitehurst said. Participants complete 
three credentialed assignments during the course that will provide 
insight on how to apply their unique personalities to multiple 
leadership development opportunities, he added.

YOUR CAREER PATH
The Army DACM Office has programs available for junior work-
force members to help develop their careers and be future leaders.  
(Photos by Getty Images)
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During all the hustle and bustle of the 
2022 Association of the United States 
Army (AUSA) Annual Meeting and Exposi-
tion in Washington, D.C., the Office of the 
Assistant Secretary of the Army for Acqui-
sition, Logistics and Technology set aside a 
cozy room for a very special induction cer-
emony. The standing-room only event com-
memorated the contributions of legendary 
Army acquisition professionals, both alive 
and deceased.

The first four recipients of the Army Ac-
quisition Hall of Fame were inducted at 
the ceremony on Oct. 12. The Honorable 
Kevin Fahey, along with family members of 
John Shipley, Claude M. Bolton Jr. and Maj. 
Gen. Harold J. “Harry” Greene were in at-
tendance to accept the awards.

The Army Acquisition Hall of Fame award 
was established to recognize and honor 
former acquisition professionals who have 
made significant and enduring contribu-
tions in support of Army acquisition and 
the joint force. Lt. Gen. Robert L. Marion, 
military deputy to the assistant secretary 
of the Army for acquisition, logistics and 
technology, led the effort. He said, “It has 
been my honor to work in Army acquisi-
tion and be part of such a professional 
and dedicated workforce. We in the Army 
Acquisition Workforce have a strong sense 
of heritage, honor and pride. This Army  
Acquisition Hall of Fame will strengthen 
that sentiment.”

“These four inaugural Army Acquisition Hall 
of Fame recipients represent what is truly 
remarkable about the Army and Army ac-
quisition,” said the Hon. Douglas R. Bush, 
assistant secretary of the Army for acqui-
sition, logistics and technology, and the 
Army acquisition executive. “They repre-
sent decades of quiet and noble service,  

often behind the scenes, to our great  
and grateful nation. They represent com-
mitment and sacrifice, loyalty to the  
mission as well as those with whom  
they served.”

Under Secretary of the Army Gabe Ca-
marillo provided remarks during the cere-

HALL OF FAME HONOREES:
The first four recipients were inducted into the Army Acquisition Hall of Fame during a ceremony 
held at the 2022 AUSA Annual Meeting and Exposition, Oct. 12 in Washington. Kevin Fahey, center, 
along with the family members of John Shipley, Claude M. Bolton Jr. and Maj. Gen. Harold J. “Harry” 
Greene were in attendance to accept the awards. From left: Gabe Camarillo, Lt. Gen. Robert L. 
Marion, Linda Bolton, Kevin Fahey, Sue Myers, Ph. D., Dr. Dan Shipley and Douglas R. Bush. (Photo 
provided by Office of the Under Secretary of the Army)

ANNOUNCEMENTS
INAUGURAL CLASS INDUCTED INTO ARMY ACQUISITION HALL OF FAME

The DACM Office ALCP program manager coordinates directly 
with organizational acquisition points of contact and acquisition 
career management advocates to recruit participants, Whitehurst 
said. Organizational acquisition points of contact are an “on-site 
resource for acquisition information. They are trained to respond 
to questions from their organizational acquisition personnel…,” 
according to “Managing Your Acquisition Career.”

ACLP-B is one part of the larger ACLP, and as workforce members 
progress, they can sign up for Parts I, II and III to help develop 
leadership skills at every phase of their career. Reach out to your 
lead organizational acquisition point of contact for course offering 
dates of interest and nomination.

Read more at https://asc.army.mil/web/news-never-too-early.
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CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 2022 IDEAL PROGRAM GRADUATES
Congratulations to the graduates of the fiscal year 2022 Inspiring and Developing Excellence in Acquisition Leaders (IDEAL) program. 
IDEAL is a developmental program for Army acquisition leaders at the GS-12 and GS-13, or broadband equivalent, level. Instruction is 
facilitated by the Army Acquisition Center of Excellence (AACoE).

The 2022 fiscal year marked the return of the popular residential program, following a one-year COVID-related hiatus. For 2022, the 
AACoE hosted two IDEAL cohorts, both at the AACoE facility in Huntsville, Alabama. Referred to as Cohort A and Cohort B, each group 
met in person for three separate weeks over a period of approximately five months. Cohort A held its in-person meetings in March, May 
and July, and Cohort B met in June, August and September. In between sessions, the participants returned to their individual workplaces, 
where they practiced the leadership skills and competencies that they had discussed and studied during the resident sessions. The 
application period for the fiscal year 2024 IDEAL program is tentatively expected to open in May. 

To learn more about the IDEAL program, go to https://asc.army.mil/web/career-development/programs/inspiring-and-developing-excel-
lence-in-acquisition-leaders-ideal.

mony. Camarillo previously served as the 
principal deputy assistant secretary of the 
Army for acquisition, logistics and technol-
ogy, helping to lead and supervise Army 
modernization programs, procurement, 
logistics, and research and development 
investment. The Army Acquisition Hall of 
Fame “is very important because of the 
work that the acquisition workforce in our 
Army does. It is one of the most, if not the 
most, versatile workforces you’ll find any-

where in the federal space and certainly in 
the Army,” he said. “It performs a role that 
requires expertise that is really unmatched 
anywhere in DOD.” When speaking about 
the four award recipients, Camarillo said, 
“We are all enriched by the example they 
set for all of us.”

Bush and Camarillo presented the  
Army Acquisition Hall of Fame award to  
the recipients.

At the conclusion of the ceremony, plaques 
were unveiled that will be hung in an Army 
Acquisition Hall of Fame display in the 
hallway of the Office of the Assistant Sec-
retary of the Army for Acquisition, Logistics 
and Technology in the Pentagon this year.

Read more about this event at https://asc.
army.mil/web/news-inaugural-class-induct-
ed-into-army-acquisition-hall-of-fame.

FISCAL YEAR 2023 SELECTEES OF  
THE DEFENSE CIVILIAN EMERGING 
LEADER PROGRAM 
Congratulations to the fiscal year 2023 Defense Civilian Emerging 
Leader Program (DCELP) selectees!

DCELP is DOD’s leader development program for emerging lead-
ers in grades GS-07 through GS-12 and equivalent paybands. 
Between March and May 2023, participants will meet for four 
one-week sessions where they will engage in leadership assess-
ments, mentoring, peer coaching, team and individual presenta-
tions, networking opportunities, real world applications of lessons 
learned through experiential activities, and a final Capstone proj-
ect. Upon completion of the program, participants will come away 
with the necessary tools to manage the challenges they will meet 
as future leaders in the DOD environment. 

Learn more about DCELP at https://asc.army.mil/web/career-de-
velopment/programs/dcelp.

THE DCELP SELECTEES ARE:
 • U.S. Army Contracting Command (ACC) 

DAWN CARRANO
• ACC 

JEFFREY COX
• Program Executive Office for Missiles and Space 

BRIAN HELSER
• U.S. Army Joint Munitions Command 

CHRISTOPHER MOHR
• U.S. Army Tank-automotive and Armaments  

Command (TACOM) 
JACQUELYN NOELL

• TACOM 
JEFFREY REID

• U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
SANDRA SCHENNING

• U.S. Army Aviation and Missile Command 
DEBBY WELLS

Continued on page 6
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FISCAL YEAR 2022 IDEAL COHORT B
Participants from Cohort B visited SCI Technology Inc. in Huntsville, 
Alabama in September. SCI was the site of an IDEAL field trip for both of 
the 2022 cohorts.

FISCAL YEAR 2022 IDEAL COHORT A
Participants gather for a photo at the AACoE facility on the campus of the 
University of Alabama in Huntsville in July. (Photos by AACoE)

THE IDEAL GRADUATES FOR FISCAL 
YEAR 2022 ARE:
• U.S. Southern Command 

LEVI ALEXIS
• U.S. Army Test and Evaluation 

Command (ATEC) 
KEVIN AMAYA

• Joint Program Executive Office 
(JPEO) Chemical, Biological, 
Radiological and Nuclear Defense 
ANTOINETTE BARNETT

• JPEO Armaments and Ammunition 
AMANDA BORTAK

• Army Futures Command (AFC) 
KYLE BRENNAN

• U.S. Army Contracting  
Command (ACC) 
NINA BUSHNELL

• AFC 
FORREST BUSSLER

• AFC 
DENNIS CHAPMAN

• U.S. Army Tank-automotive and 
Armaments Command (TACOM) 
RASHAWNDA COLEMAN

• U.S. Army Aviation and Missile 
Command (AMCOM) 
ERIKA CURRY

• ACC 
FRANCES DE GORI

• U.S. Army Communications-
Electronics Command (CECOM) 
CARSON DERESKI

• ATEC 
ALEJANDRO FERNANDEZ

• National Guard Bureau 
DAVID GANNON

• CECOM 
TROY HEITZER

• ACC 
JENN HYMAN

• TACOM 
NAPOLEON JONES

• Program Executive Office (PEO) 
Ground Combat Systems 
STEVEN KASHUBARA

• PEO Intelligence, Electronic  
Warfare and Sensors (IEW&S) 
JOSEPH KORNHOFF

• PEO Aviation 
BRYCE KUYKENDALL

• AFC 
KRISTEN LAWRENCE

• ACC 
LIANE LEONG

• PEO IEW&S 
JAMAAL LITTLE

• TACOM 
CHERYL MARHEVKO-KOZERA

• ACC 
JENNIFER MCCLURE

• ACC 
TIRSO MCCOY

• AFC 
DANNY NEASE

• AFC 
MICHAEL NGUYEN

• Army Materiel Command (AMC) 
Logistics Support Activity 
TIFFANI OSBORNE

• PEO Enterprise Information  
Systems (EIS) 
BRIAN PALMER

• AFC 
SHAUNA DORSEY PARENTE

• TACOM 
JAMES PAULEY

• ATEC 
ROCIO RANGEL

• ACC 
KIMBERLY ROSS

• ACC 
JEANANNE RUSSELL

• ACC 
SUSAN RUZICKA

• AFC 
MICHAEL SCHOLL

• PEO EIS 
ANTHONY SCHRANTZ

• ACC 
WILLIAM SCHWARTZ

• PEO Combat Support and  
Combat Service Support 
NICOLE SEAMAN

• AFC 
JACOB SISKO

• U.S. Army Joint Munitions Command 
JOHN SMITH

• Headquarters AMC 
APRIL STEVENSON

• AFC 
MARC TARDIFF

• PEO Simulation, Training  
and Instrumentation 
ARMANDO TORRES

http://asc.army.mil/web/dacm-office/?utm_source=jan20newsletter&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=issue-30
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Meet Kelly Tisch, deputy product manager supporting the Program Executive 
Office for Command Control and Communications - Tactical. She is currently on a 
developmental assignment with the Assistant Secretary of the Army for Acquisition, 
Logistics and Technology (ASA(ALT)) Intelligence and Simulation Hardware Directorate. 
A self-proclaimed “Jersey girl”, Kelly participated in the virtual Defense Acquisition 
University Senior Service College Fellowship (DAU-SSCF) program from July 2021 
to May 2022.

SPOTLIGHT ON SUCCESS

What was your primary motivation for taking the DAU-SSCF program?
I wanted to become a better, stronger, more confident leader in the 
Army Acquisition Workforce.

What were your expectations of the program before you started, and how 
did they change as the the program proceeded? 
I thought I would be going through the journey of the fellowship on 
my own, but it only took me a few weeks to realize I would be taking 
the journey with my peers. We listened to each other, learned from 
one another, challenged each other. We grew together over those 10 
months.

I didn’t realize how deep we would delve into hard topics. I 
appreciated having the opportunity to discuss challenging topics in 
a safe place. I especially appreciated the vulnerability of my peers 
and senior leaders. It was refreshing to speak openly on topics 
that often get shied away from. I especially embraced the time to 
navigate and discuss challenges women face as leaders. I was 
able to explore my place as a female, non-military mom in Army 
acquisition. I talked about the challenges I have faced, how there is 
current momentum to make a change, and how I want to continue 
to make it better for the next wave of women. It was through SSCF 
that I began to explore my female perspective [and learned that it] 
is valuable and necessary to better the workplace. I can see how my 
personal approaches to business and acquisition result in a more 
inclusive workplace that performs better.

What were your top three take-aways from the program?
Listen. Listen a lot. Listen better. Listen to what’s being said and not 
being said. Talk to the people before and after meetings, especially 
the ones who may tend to be quiet. The best leaders for me 
haven’t been the most talkative, they are the best listeners. Notice 
something, surface something, and work it with others. Acquisition 
challenges aren’t as tough as most people think. It’s the people 

SPOTLIGHT ON SUCCESS
The Spotlight feature is your chance to highlight the interesting work you or your 
AAW teammates are doing in support of the warfighter. Don’t be shy—tell us what 
you’re working on. Fill out a nomination form and we’ll help get the word out.  
Details are at: https://asc.army.mil/web/publications/army-alt-submissions/.

http://asc.army.mil/web/dacm-office/?utm_source=jan20newsletter&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=issue-30
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Meet Dewayne Grant, a procurement analyst with the U.S. Army Mission and 
Installation Contracting Command in Fort Bragg, North Carolina. With an M.S. in 
logistics and supply chain management from Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, 
DeWayne originally hails from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and now resides in the Fort 
Bragg, North Carolina area after 23 years of honorably serving in the U.S. Army. As 
a professional in the Army Acquisition Workforce, Grant continues his excellent work 
and vigorously strengthened his acquisition career by participating in many leadership 
development programs such as the Civilian Education System (CES) Intermediate and 
Advanced courses, the Acquisition Leadership Challenge Program (ALCP), the Inspiring 
and Developing Excellence in Acquisition Leaders (IDEAL) program, and most recently 
in 2022, the Defense Civilian Emerging Leader Program (DCELP).

SPOTLIGHT ON SUCCESS

What was your primary motivation for taking CES, ALCP, IDEAL and DCELP?
My primary motivation for taking these programs was to continue 
perfecting and learning my leadership styles. I know how important 
it is to understand the workforce to meet today’s challenges. These 
courses allow me to stay in touch with current workforce challenges. 
A challenge like how the younger workforce does not see that doing 

something one way, the same way, every day is sometimes not a 
viable way.

What were your expectations of the programs before you started and how 
did they change as the programs proceeded? 
The expectations I always have from these courses are: what will 

dynamics that complicate or heighten a challenge. Learn to navigate 
the soft skills and you will go far.

Ensure as leaders we’re embracing and championing diversity in all 
forms. I love how we learned the importance of diversity in bettering 
organizations to include race, color, age, gender, and positions on 
teams, and we also included the diversity of thought. I appreciated 
learning about how we as leaders need to ensure voices, differing 
voices, are all being heard. It makes organizations, products and 
processes better. Through the courses, readings and senior leaders 
it was reinforced the importance of how we can amplify different 
voices and continue to ensure we are encouraging employees to 
lean into their ways of thinking, not our own or the ones around 
them. So much of what we discussed in SSCF was determining ways 
we could promote diversity of thought by making our teams feel safe 
to express their needs and perspectives. It’s amazing how much 
stronger organizations can become when employees feel safe. These 
safe places are breeding grounds for creativity and ingenuity.

Remember there will be hard times. Those may include your home-
life challenges that make the workday feel harder or the professional 
ones you’ll need to tackle head-on during the workday. Link-up 
with the people who are there to help and support you. Build that 
support team for yourself. Acquisition is a team sport for products, 
and you should be building your own personal support team for your 
career. My virtual cohort—every member—have become my trusted 

advisors. I know I can walk through any type of work challenge 
with them. We have created safe and strong relationships with one 
another that I look forward to growing and continuing throughout  
our careers.

This may sound odd, but I don’t think there was anything I learned in 
SSCF that was earth-shattering. The concepts and topics themselves 
weren’t groundbreaking, but it was the implementation of it all. We 
had to ask ourselves if we were finding ways to be better and do 
better with every day, meeting and conversation. It’s easy to know 
what makes a great leader but to live and be it was our collective 
goal in the cohort. We had to ask ourselves if we were living out 
many of the critical leadership ideals we were learning. 

Would you recommend this program to your peers, and why?
Absolutely. It was a wonderful experience—to reflect, learn, reflect 
more and grow. I learned through readings, classes, other senior 
leaders, and my peers. It remotivated me to do better and be better 
for myself, both personally and professionally, my teams, and 
the Army at large. I will always be a strong advocate of the SSCF 
program as it built me a network and gave me a stronger leadership 
foundation.

Read more about Tisch in Army AL&T News Faces of the Force: 
https://asc.army.mil/web/news-channel-your-inner-authenticity. 

http://asc.army.mil/web/dacm-office/?utm_source=jan20newsletter&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=issue-30
https://asc.army.mil/web/news-channel-your-inner-authenticity
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my team members expect of me? I always expect to be challenged 
since we have a diverse workforce and with that comes numerous 
personalities that can help me build in restructuring my leadership 
styles. Throughout the [programs], I had to adapt to team members’ 
ideas and wants. I found out that I needed to really listen and digest 
what team members were conveying before I spoke. 

What were your top three take-aways from the programs?
My top three take-aways were: 

1. Understanding that the challenges posed by the COVID-19 
pandemic do not stop a team from working collaboratively 
virtually to get the mission done. 

 
2. It’s okay to disagree or to be challenged by team members  

and faculty. This allowed me to grow as a person and to see  
or understand better my authentic self. 

3. Understanding how or when it’s okay to show vulnerability. This 
action can have an overwhelming effect on team members as 
well as employees under your leadership.

What skills, knowledge or experiences from the program/course do you 
apply most, in your job or outside of work?
The skills, knowledge and experiences I apply the most are truly 
listening to people before I weigh in. I have found out that talking 
just to talk provides no value to the situation or topic at hand.  

How have these programs affected your career?
These programs (CES, ALCP, IDEAL, and DCELP) have affected my 
career in a positive way. I feel that the learning has allowed me to 
reconnect with my leadership traits and styles and apply them to 
the members and circumstances in my daily job. The continuous 
learning allows me to adjust my leadership styles to what’s currently 
happening in the workforce. One can’t become stagnant and expect 
old leadership styles and traits to apply to the workforce as  
it is today.  

Who would you recommend these programs to, and why?
I recommend these programs to everybody no matter what level 
of leadership you may have achieved. There are so many new 
challenges within the current workforce that requires leaders  
and subordinates to fully understand the diverse workforce and  
the continued challenges being presented in our ever-changing 
global world. 

Read more about Grant in Army AL&T News Faces of the Force: 
https://asc.army.mil/web/news-learn-and-lead.

http://asc.army.mil/web/dacm-office/?utm_source=jan20newsletter&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=issue-30
https://www.facebook.com/usaasc
http://www.twitter.com/usaasc
http://www.linkedin.com/company/usaasc
http://www.flickr.com/photos/usaasc
http://www.youtube.com/usaasc
https://asc.army.mil/web/news-learn-and-lead. 

